Móz Designs Introduces a Jewel-Tone Color Palette
Vibrant new hues invigorate spaces with comfort and joy
(Oakland, CA) March 2022 — Award-winning metal experts, Móz Designs, are thrilled to introduce a Jewel
Tone color palette with sophisticated hues that shine in commercial spaces. An extension of their Classic
and Powder Coat collections, Móz bolsters their signature offerings with a new selection of jewel-inspired
shades that complement neutral tones while offering dynamic contrast and character. As designers seek
bold, refined hues that anchor a space and add unique expression in 2022, Móz drew from nature’s richest
shades to create a range of colors that bring personality and depth to walls and ceilings in healthcare,
corporate, and hospitality settings.
“As the design industry shifts out of a period of neutral tones
and embraces colorful, entertaining surroundings, we wanted
to create a joyful spring palette that welcomes us back into
communal environments,” says Dzoanna Pavulina, Móz
Designs’ Product Designer. “The Jewel Tone Palette adds
personality and joy to the spaces it inhabits, celebrating the
designers’ use of bold colors during this pivotal moment in
design.”
The extension of the Classic collection includes four new
shades—Rose Gold, Steel Lavender, Peacock Green, and Night
Blue. Inspired by jewel tones created by Mother Nature
herself, Móz’s new palette feels luxurious yet organic, adding
richness to commercial spaces while maintaining the comfort
of our natural environment. Jewel-inspired hues also extend
into Móz’s Powder Coat collection, bringing six new
shades—Emerald Sand, Metallic Rose, Steel Grey, Blue Pearl Metallic, Midnight Blue, and Sahara Gold to
smooth, textured, and gloss finishes suitable for interior or exterior applications.

Designed with 100% recyclable aluminum, one of the most sustainable materials in the world, Móz’s Jewel
Tone Palette breathes new life into the possibilities of industrial metal, offering design-forward
architectural solutions that deliver on durable, diverse function and colorful, space-defining form.
The Classic collection’s Jewel Tone Palette is available on multiple grain patterns, including Silk—a new
grain made with fine lines for a sophisticated, polished finish. Select Laser Cut, Engravings, and Perforated
patterns are also available. The Powder collection’s new palette is available in Solid, Perforated, Laser Cut,
Engravings, and Corrugated collections. Both the Classic and Powder Coat collections are available in
aluminum sheets ranging from 0.040” to 0.25” in thickness. Standard sheet sizes are 4’x8’ and 4’x10’.

About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products
Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, ceilings, walls, and room dividers in
Oakland, CA. Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials
to create architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, workplace, transportation,
entertainment, and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products
and surface applications. Móz’s innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help
designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. The Móz business, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Armstrong World Industries since August 2020, operates independently but collaboratively with AWI. Visit
mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIN.
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